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 Fracture characteristics analyzed from outcrops provide key insights into the 
migration pathways of subsurface hydrocarbons, and allow for a detailed understanding 
of the tectonic history in an area. This study looks to assess the impacts that various 
controlling factors have on the development of fracture characteristics. To complete this 
objective, a succession of Ordovician to Mississippian rocks was examined. The logged 
section includes the Cotter Dolomite, Chattanooga Shale, St. Joe Formation, and the 
Boone Formation (subdivided into informal Upper and Lower members). Located in 
northwestern Arkansas and southwestern Missouri, data were collected from roadcut 
exposures along Highway 71. Collected fracture orientation data were used to determine 
the evolution of regional stress affecting the area of interest. Using hardness data 
measured from outcrops via a Schmidt Hammer, a generated mechanical stratigraphy was 
compared to lithology and diagenetic alteration. Photographs taken of fractures from the 
field were used to determine Fracture Intensity (FI) values, and used to ascertain the 
effect that bed thickness and mechanical property variation had on the development of FI.  
 Fracture orientations indicate 4 main deformation events: 1) folding of the 
Ordovician strata, 2) oblique compression and indentation during the Ouachita Orogeny, 
3) effect of far-field stresses from Ancestral Rocky Mountain uplifts, and 4) far-field 
	  	  
	  	  
stresses as a result of the late stage of the Alleghanian Orogeny. FI varies with 
mechanical contrasts, but is not constrained by bed boundaries. The mechanical 
stratigraphy observed in the studied succession is a direct result of lithological changes, 
with minor impact from diagenetic chert within some units. This work indicates that in 
this study area, regional stresses exert the primary control over fracture orientation, while 
large-scale mechanical variations control the FI. These findings contribute to the 
development of a suite of “best practices” for future studies by demonstrating that a 
thorough regional stress investigation and careful mechanical stratigraphy analysis are 
critical to understanding fracture development.
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1. Introduction 
Examining and interpreting fracture patterns allows for a detailed understanding 
of the local tectonic history of an area. Additionally, fractures studies are critical to 
understanding hydrocarbon migration and preservation in tight reservoirs. Approximately 
60% of the world’s hydrocarbon reservoirs are carbonates, and of those, nearly 85% are 
naturally fractured (Lamarche et al., 2012). Detailed fracture patterns can aid in the 
structural interpretations of complex areas (Bellahsen et al., 2006), and outcrop-scale 
fractures can be used as analogs for subsurface fracture patterns (Ghosh and Mitra, 2009). 
Outcrop studies of fracture development are critical because most fracture networks exist 
at a smaller resolution than current seismic data can resolve (Lamarche et al., 2012). 
Interpreting regional patterns of subsurface fractures is important as they can 1) serve as 
primary pathways for groundwater flow (Brusseau, 1994; Caine and Tomusiak, 2003; 
Billi, 2005; Cooke et. al., 2006) and 2) function as pathways for hydrocarbon migration 
(Narr and Currie, 1982; Dholakia et al., 1998; Barbier et al., 2012).  
Fracture interpretation is typically achieved by the creation of a mechanical 
stratigraphy (defined as the division of a rock sequence based on the mechanical 
properties of the layers) and a fracture stratigraphy (defined as the division of the rock 
sequence based on fracture characteristics, such as orientation and intensity) (Laubach et 
al., 2009). Because the mechanical stratigraphy of a sequence can vary between the time 
of deposition and the present day, the two do not always correspond, which is why it is 
necessary to construct each one individually before comparing the two and looking for a 
correlation (Laubach, et al., 2009). A fracture study is particularly useful in carbonate 
successions, where the mechanical properties of the rock are more likely to control 
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critical fracture characteristics than other structural processes such as folding or faulting 
(Cooke et al., 2006). These concepts will be addressed in more detail in the following 
section. 
This research will help elucidate the tectonic history of NW Arkansas during the 
Mississippian and Pennsylvanian by creating a record of the multiple phases of 
deformation in the local area, compared to the regional framework developed by Hudson 
(2000) and Cox (2009). In addition, furthering the understanding of how natural fractures 
are developed and organized within carbonate reservoirs will promote improved reservoir 
characterization during hydrocarbon exploration. 
To achieve the overarching goal of understanding natural fractures, this work has 
3 detailed objectives: 1) Develop a mechanical stratigraphy and a fracture stratigraphy for 
a succession of Ordovician to Mississippian (485-330 Ma) carbonate rocks in the 
southern Ozark Plateau (NW Arkansas) using field observations. 2) Interpret the 
mechanical stratigraphy and fracture stratigraphy data to elucidate the structural and 
tectonic history of the field area during the Mississippian to Pennsylvanian. 3) Develop a 
set of best practices for creating and interpreting mechanical and fracture stratigraphies 
that are applicable to other carbonate sequences. To achieve these objectives, the study 
area (NW Arkansas, Fig. 1) was chosen based on a number of factors. First, it contains 
relatively good exposure of outcrops analogous to other naturally fractured carbonate 
reservoirs in the United States (e.g. the Mississippi Lime plays of the Mid-Continent). 
Second, it records a history of multiple deformation events that have been recently 
explored in the literature, but is not intensely thrusted. The lack of complex folding and 
faulting removes the influence that these features would have on the observed fractures. 
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2. Background 
2.1 Mechanical Stratigraphy 
 One of the primary concepts impacting this research is the development of a 
“fracture stratigraphy” for a series of rocks, and the relationship that this concept has with 
the mechanical properties of the rocks, known as a “mechanical stratigraphy,” as defined 
in Section 1. The concept of a mechanical stratigraphy has been noted in literature for 
some time. One of the primary papers to address this is by Erickson (1996), who 
pioneered the idea that it is possible to predict, model, and understand rock deformation if 
the mechanical properties of successive rock layers are known. In particular, he looked at 
the influence of the mechanical strengths of different rocks on the possibility of rocks 
either folding or faulting. This work developed three-layer models of varying rock 
thickness and strength, and determined that when a succession has high strength contrasts 
and a weak decollement layer, folding is favored over faulting (Erickson, 1996). Using 
outcrop-scale mechanical stratigraphies to evaluate fracture networks has been utilized 
successfully in a number of additional studies (Corbett et al., 1987; Morettini et al., 2005; 
Laubach et al., 2009). These studies have shown that fracture networks are often 
controlled by variations in mechanical properties at an outcrop scale, and that the outcrop 
analogs can be used to predict fracture patterns in the subsurface. 
 Mechanical controls, such as rock properties, the thickness of beds, and the 
interface controls between beds can all impact fracture development, intensity, and 
orientation (Shackleton et al., 2005; Olson et al., 2007; Laubach et al., 2009; Barbier et 
al., 2012). Previous work has shown that there is some stratigraphic control on fractures 
(Bai and Pollard, 2000; Underwood et al., 2003; Cooke et al., 2006; Wennberg et al., 
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2006), and that diagenetic processes can also affect how fractures develop (Eberli et al., 
2003; Morettini et al., 2005; Ahmadahdi et al., 2008; Laubach et al., 2009). Finally, as 
seen in Erickson (1996), mechanical layer thickness and strength can impart strong 
controls on how large-scale deformation develops. However, until the paper by Laubach 
et al. (2009), investigations into characterizing mechanical properties and characterizing 
fracture properties were treated as similar concepts. As Laubach et al. (2009) asserts, the 
two concepts are distinct and need to be treated separately and compared to gain a better 
understanding of deformation. 
 Mechanical properties are not always constant; rather, they are time-dependent 
characteristics that evolve from deposition to present day (Laubach et al., 2009). Thus, 
the mechanical properties observed today are not necessarily the same ones that existed at 
the time of fracture formation. Through diagenesis and burial, rocks can change 
mechanical characteristics (Marin et al., 1993; Dvorkin et al., 1994; Rijken et al., 2002; 
Shackleton et al., 2005; Laubach et al., 2009). As such, it becomes necessary to develop 
two separate stratigraphies when undertaking a fracture study: first is a mechanical 
stratigraphy, whereby the relative mechanical properties of rock units are recorded and 
compared, and second is a fracture stratigraphy, whereby rock units that share similar 
fracture attributes are identified.  
 During data collection and analysis, important mechanical properties to note are 
things such as rock hardness, rock unit thickness, and any diagenetic alteration the rock 
may have undergone (Underwood et al., 2003; Wennberg et al., 2006; Laubach et al., 
2009). Fracture attributes of particular interest are fracture orientation, intensity (the 
number of fractures in a given unit area), and fracture abutting relationships and bed 
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boundary relationships (Barbier et al., 2012; Morretini et al., 2005; Wennberg et al., 
2006).  
2.2 Fracture Attributes 
 For the purposes of this study, a “fracture” refers to opening mode (Mode I) 
planar discontinuities in a rock surface (Engelder, 1982, 1987; Hancock, 1985; Pollard 
and Aydin, 1988; Aydin, 2000). These extension fractures form parallel to the maximum 
imposed stress (Hmax) or Sigma 1 (Hancock, 1985). 
Collecting various fracture attribute data is helpful for a more complete 
understanding of subsurface fracture patterns. Different fracture attribute measurements 
(orientation, intensity, and abutting relationships) are of varying importance for an 
overall interpretation, and so deciding which attributes are most useful for a project’s 
overall goal is paramount. Projects focused on tectonic interpretation and reservoir 
characterization will place emphasis on analyzing fracture orientation data, abutting 
relationships, fracture intensity, and the influence of large-scale structural features. 
Fracture orientation is a primary characteristic that provides a representation of a 
regional stress regime and its evolution throughout time (Engelder, 1987; Pollard and 
Aydin, 1988). When identifying fractures related to a regional or local stress regime, 
emphasis is placed on identifying fractures with similar preferred orientation in a 
systematic set (Holst and Foote, 1981; Verbeek and Grout; 1983; Warpinski and Teufel, 
1989). A systematic set shares a common orientation across a wide area that represents a 
regional stress direction (Stearns and Friedman, 1972; Hancock and Bevan, 1987). 
Systematic fracture sets propagate parallel to the direction of maximum compressive 
stress, or perpendicular to the maximum tensile stress (assuming excess fluid pressure 
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does not drive fracturing) (Pollard and Segall, 1987; Pollard and Aydin, 1988). 
Additionally, fracture orientation also plays a role in reservoir characterization. A major 
concern in recovering hydrocarbons from carbonate reservoirs is the efficient use of 
natural fractures (Barbier et al., 2012). Horizontal drilling (commonly undertaken in tight 
and unconventional reservoirs) is enhanced by utilizing the existing fracture networks, by 
drilling perpendicular to the strike direction of the planes, so as to intersect as many as 
possible (Engelder et al., 2009). This is particularly critical in carbonate reservoirs, in 
which fractures are an important contributor to reservoir porosity and permeability 
(Lucia, 1995).  
Fracture relationships to bed boundary surfaces are also important for determining 
regional deformational history and potential hydrocarbon movement. Fracture sets can be 
characterized based on their relationships to bed boundaries when observed in outcrops 
(Hooker et al., 2013). This also aids in the prediction of how different fracture sets will 
behave in the subsurface (Hooker et al., 2013).  
Abutting and crosscutting relationships between fractures allow the determination 
of relative age of distinct fracture sets. This is a key practice in evaluating successive and 
overlapping deformation events, as shown in the schematic example in Fig. 2. The 
referenced figure shows two hypothetical tectonic compression events, with the arrows 
showing the direction of compression. The older event (red) created a series of systematic 
fractures across the representative rock. The younger set (blue) is a less systematic set 
that abuts against the existing fracture set. Younger fractures cannot propagate across an 
open existing fracture, so this relationship is only available when the fracture sets are 
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open. If the older set was filled when the younger set began to form, the younger set 
would cross-cut the existing fractures. 
When looking to relate this study to hydrocarbon recovery and reservoir 
characterization, fracture spacing and intensity are important attributes. Fracture spacing 
and intensity are essentially inverse values: fracture spacing records the space between 
individual fractures, while fracture intensity (FI) records the number of fractures within a 
given area, generally per linear meter (Corbett et al., 1987; Wennberg et al., 2006). FI can 
be determined for an entire fracture population, or for individual fracture sets (Wennberg 
et al., 2006).  These attributes are commonly collected via a scan line across an outcrop 
exposure (Wennberg et al., 2006), but can also be collected from photographs of the 
outcrop in cross-section as demonstrated in Section 4. However, because the scan line is 
only oriented in one direction, there are some sampling biases for this method relative to 
fracture orientation. The best option is to attempt to choose a scan line perpendicular to 
the most dominant sets, but the directional bias can be corrected on a fracture-by-fracture 
basis (Wennberg et al., 2006), or by integrating photographs of the cross-sectional and 
plan view (bedding plane) exposures. FI is a common attribute used for fracture density 
prediction because it is possible to identify a relationship between it and various other 
factors specific to carbonates. FI is generally primarily controlled by either bed thickness 
or mechanical unit thickness (Ladeira and Price, 1981; Narr and Suppe, 1991; Gross and 
Engelder, 1995; Pascal et al, 1997; Bai and Pollard, 2000). In carbonates, it also is 
affected by texture (Dunham, 1962), dolomite cement content, facies distribution, and 
other sedimentary features (Nelson, 1985; Wennberg et al., 2006). As found in the papers 
cited, FI generally increases (spacing decreases) in thinner layers, and increases (spacing 
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decreases) in thicker layers. Opening mode fractures are often confined by bed 
boundaries with spacing proportional to the layer thickness (Bai et al., 2000). This control 
on spacing is driven by the “stress shadow” that develops around existing fractures (Bai 
et al., 2000). A stress shadow is formed when tensile stress within a rock is reduced 
around existing fractures, and so prevents the formation of additional extensional 
fractures in the near vicinity (Gross et al., 1995; Bai et al., 2000). The lateral extent of 
this stress shadow is proportional to the height of the fracture, which is often controlled 
by bed thickness (Gross et al., 1995).   
2.3 The Effects of Multiple Deformation Events 
 Groups of planes of weakness (referred to as fractures or faults) act as records of 
tectonic events that have impacted an area throughout time. Particularly in highly 
deformed areas or in older rocks, multiple sets of faults and fractures can exist with 
varying orientation, as a result of different tectonic events and stresses affecting the area 
throughout geologic history (Nieto-Samiengo and Alvarez, 1997). A challenging and 
critical task is differentiating the physical representations of the individual deformation 
events. 
There are four major possibilities that result in multiple overprinted fault/fracture 
patterns: 1) one or more discreet deformation events with changes in the orientation of 
maximum stress; 2) the reactivation of pre-existing planes of weaknesses; 3) a three-
dimensional strain event following a “slip model” (forming an orthorhombic four-fault 
pattern and two slickenline sets in a single strain event); or 4) multiple events that follow 
a model wherein faults interact in a hypothetical block (Nieto-Samaniego and Alaniz-
Alvarez, 1997). In the case of this study area, the first possibility (one or more discreet 
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events with changes in the orientation of maximum stress) is believed to be the dominant 
mode of deformation based on previous literature (Hudson, 2002; Cox, 2009). This 
allows the use of abutting relationships to distinguish the age relationships of the 
fractures related to the various tectonic events (known as tectonic fractures). Tectonic 
fractures are discussed more in Section 2.4. 
2.4 Tectonic Fractures vs Unroofing Fractures 
A critical component of a fracture study like this is distinguishing between 
fractures that are tectonic in origin and those that are a product of unroofing, that is, 
fractures created during strain release as overlying layers of rocks are removed during 
erosion, also known as neotectonic joints (Hancock and Engelder, 1989). Tectonic 
fractures are typically systematic in nature, and can be grouped by distinct patterns in 
orientation (Engelder, 1987; Pollard and Aydin, 1988). They are planar features, roughly 
parallel to each other, and are usually horizontally and vertically through-going (are not 
constrained by bed boundaries) (Bellahsen et al., 2006). Unroofing fractures are formed 
primarily near the surface of the uplifted rocks, and are formed when the compressive 
stress is released along pre-existing weaknesses, or perpendicular to the regional direction 
of tectonic compression, generally resulting in uniform orientation distributions (Davis et 
al., 2012). A final concern is identifying fractures of human origin (such as blasting zones 
in road-cuts). These fractures are found directly around the preserved drill hole traces in 
outcrops, in a radial pattern, and may be confused with the pre-existing natural fractures 
in the rock.  
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3. Geologic Setting 
3.1 Regional Tectonics of the Ozark Plateau 
The field area is located in the Ozark Plateau of northwestern Arkansas and 
southwestern Missouri. The area is a topographic high, with road-cut exposures along 
Highway 71 north of Bentonville, AR (Fig. 1). The most active part of the tectonic 
history of this study area is during the Late Paleozoic in the Pennsylvanian, between 330-
300 Ma (Hale-Erlich and Coleman, 1993; Hudson, 2000). Some studies detail uplift of 
the Ozark Plateau as early as the Devonian (e.g. Koenig, 1967; Cox, 2009) perhaps 
related to the Taconic and Acadian orogenies (roughly 450-375 Ma), but the most 
significant uplift occurred as a result of the Ouachita, Alleghanian, and Ancestral Rocky 
Mountain (ARM) orogenies in the Pennsylvanian (Cox, 2009).  
The Ozark Plateau has remained a relative structural high throughout the entire 
sedimentation of the midcontinent (Cox, 2009). Theories as to the formation of the Ozark 
Plateau primarily cite flexure of the Laurentian plate in response to thrust loading during 
the Ouachita and Alleghanian Orogenies (Cox, 2009). In this model, the Ozark Plateau is 
thought to be the location of the forebulge related to these orogenies.  
Previous work has used the characterization of large-scale features within the 
Ozark Plateau to gain a better understanding of the multiple phases of tectonic 
deformation (Cox, 2009). In general, mesoscale structures such as faults and folds 
indicate 4 main tectonic events (Fig. 3) that affected the Ozark Plateau as a whole during 
the Paleozoic (Cox, 2009). Deformation in the Early Mississippian (Fig. 3a) records the 
oblique movement of the Ouachita microplate after its initial collision with the North 
American craton, generating NW-directed compression that is expressed as northwest 
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trending fractures (Cox, 2009). During the Late Mississippian (Fig. 3b), the dominant 
orientation of fractures in the southern Ozark Plateau was north to northwest, and was 
created as the Ouachita microplate began to indent into the North American continent 
(Cox, 2009). Thrust sheet loading in the hinterland and indentation of the Ouachita 
microplate into the continental land mass resulted in outer arc extension across the 
forebulge, generating normal faults oriented approximately west (Cox, 2009). Early 
Pennsylvanian deformation (Fig. 3c) then caused dominantly reverse faults oriented 
northwest across the Ozark Plateau (Cox, 2009). This change was potentially due to the 
compression related to the Ancestral Rocky Mountain Orogeny in the late Paleozoic 
(Cox, 2009). The final deformation event (Fig. 3d) demonstrated a return to northwest 
trending fractures that are concentrated mostly in the northern and eastern parts of the 
Ozark Plateau (Cox, 2009). This was most likely related to northwest compression along 
the Alleghanian front, located to the southeast of the study area (Cox, 2009). These 
tectonic events are also shown in the tectonostratigraphic column below (Fig. 4). This 
figure also details the stratigraphic succession (Section 3.4.1), and the depositional 
environment of the studied rocks according to previous literature within the area of 
interest (3.4.2).   
3.2 Detailed Tectonics of the Study Area 
Recent work (Hudson, 2000) has confirmed that the tectonic setting in NW 
Arkansas is a complex system (Fig. 5), and not a simple south-dipping homocline, as has 
been previously reported (Croneis, 1930). In general, the southern edge of the Ozark 
Plateau (NW Arkansas) is currently known to show a combination of normal faults, 
oblique reverse faults, and monoclinal folds that accommodated north-south extension 
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and east-west shortening that may be related to the flexure of the Ouachita Orogeny 
foreland (Hudson, 2000).  
Figure 6 is modified from Cox (2009) to show the inferred Hmax (horizontal 
maximum stress direction) in the study area. Deformation Event 1 was E-W to NW-SE 
directed shortening that is variable across the local study area in response to oblique 
compression during the Ouachita Orogeny (Fig. 3a). Deformation Event 2 was strongly 
NNW directed, and may be related to the indentation of the Ouachita microplate 
(Hudson, 2002) (Fig. 3b). Event 3 was a NE-SW to ENE-WSW directed shortening, 
recorded by prominent jointing (Gibbons, 1962) and calcite twinning (Chinn and Konig, 
1973) that may be related to the ARM deformation described by Cox (2009) (Fig. 3c). 
The final Event 4 was a return to E-W directed deformation, likely tied to Alleghanian 
deformation (Fig. 3d).  
3.3 Stratigraphy 
In the Ozark Plateau of NW Arkansas, the strata are Ordovician to Pennsylvanian 
in age (Fig. 7), and generally dip gently to the south (McFarland, 2004). The exposed 
rocks are the product of marine depositional environments, and show multiple 
unconformities due to changes in sea level throughout the Paleozoic (McFarland, 2004). 
Stratigraphic terms for the Lower Mississippian units are variable across state lines, as 
shown in Fig. 8 from Manger et al. (1988). The logged section includes the Cotter 
Dolomite, Chattanooga Shale, St. Joe Formation, and the Boone Formation (subdivided 
into informal Upper and Lower members). The terms used in this study (the St. Joe 
Formation, and the subdivision of the Boone Formation into informal Upper and Lower 
untis) are the ones utilized in studies of Arkansas stratigraphy. 
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Within the stratigraphic sequence, the Devonian Chattanooga Shale likely acts as 
a regional detachment surface during deformation. A more local detachment may 
separate the brittle Mississippian units studied here from the underlying Devonian ductile 
unit.  
Precambrian aged rocks in the midcontinent region are largely buried far beneath 
Phanerozoic sedimentary layers, and so geophysical analyses or samples from deep 
drilling are the only key to the nature of the basement complexes (Bickford et al., 1986). 
What little data are available suggests that the basement of NW Arkansas is granite-
rhyolite that is around 1340-1400 Ma, using U-Pb Zircon dating (Bickford et al., 1986).  
3.3.1 Lithological Descriptions 
Formations within the scope of this study are described below. Lithological 
descriptions from various literature sources (Sullivan and Boss, 2002; Hudson and Cox, 
2003; McFarland, 2004; Dowell et al., 2005; Chandler and Ausbrooks, 2010) are 
supplemented by field observations and data collected for this study. 
Cotter Dolomite (Early Ordovician – 485-470 Ma) 
The Cotter Dolomite consists of a massive medium-grained dolostone that is light 
tan, but turns to dark grey when weathered. There are local beds of shale, with an 
abundance of chert. Rare fossils are found in the formation, including gastropods, 
cephalopods, and some algae. The lower contact of this unit is not exposed in 
Arkansas. The thickness of this formation is thought to be between 340 and 500 
feet. 
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Clifty	  Formation	  (Middle	  Devonian	  Period	  –	  395-­‐385	  Ma)	  The	  Clifty	  Formation	  was	  first	  described	  as	  sandy	  limestone	  at	  its	  type	  location	  at	  Little	  Clifty	  Creek	  in	  Carroll	  County,	  but	  other	  localities	  have	  shown	  it	  to	  be	  sandstone.	  It	  is	  not	  exposed	  in	  northwestern	  Arkansas	  or	  southwestern	  Missouri,	  thus	  was	  not	  observed	  in	  this	  study.	  The	  thickness	  of	  the	  Clifty	  Formation	  is	  usually	  around	  4	  feet,	  but	  can	  be	  thinner	  in	  some	  areas.	  
Chattanooga Shale (Late Devonian – 384-360 Ma) 
The Chattanooga Shale is a black shale that is prominently jointed. The lower 
member of the unit, the Sylamore Sandstone Member, dominates the Chattanooga 
Shale in some areas. The Sylamore Sandstone Member is fine-grained grayish-
white phosophatic quartz sandstone. In places where it does not occur, the upper 
part of the Chattanooga Shale is slightly sandy and has abundant pyrite formation. 
The Chattanooga Shale has been shown to preserve conodonts and brachiopods, 
and ranges in thickness from 0 to 85 feet, including the Sylamore Sandstone 
Member. 
St. Joe Limestone (Early Mississippian – 358-346 Ma) 
The St. Joe Limestone is fine-grained, crinoidal, and generally lacks chert 
nodules. It is a fossiliferous unit, and crinoids, brachiopods, bryozoans, 
conodonts, blastoids, ostracods, and rugose corals have all been recovered from 
the St. Joe. The base of the unit is considered disconformable on the Chattanooga 
Shale by most workers, and its thickness ranges from 0 to 110 feet.  
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Boone Formation (Early and Middle Mississippian – 358-330 Ma) 
The Boone Formation is the most prominently exposed unit in much of NW 
Arkansas. It is a gray, fine to coarse grained, fossiliferous limestone. It is 
interbedded with chert, and displays karstic dissolution features. There are a 
variety of fossils contained within the Boone Formation, but crinoids are by far 
the most abundant. The lower contact of the unit is generally conformable with 
the St. Joe Formation. The thickness is typically 300 to 350 feet, but can be as 
much as 390 feet in some locations. The Boone Formation is informally divided 
into Upper and Lower Units, generally separated just before the occurrence of a 
zone of tripolitic chert within the rock. 
3.3.2 Depositional Environments 
The Cotter Dolomite, although relatively understudied, is thought to have been 
deposited in intertidal and supratidal settings (Young et al., 1972; Ethington et al., 2012). 
In the area of interest, the Cotter Dolomite is unconformably overlain by the Chattanooga 
Shale, which was deposited in a deep marine basin. The Mississippian carbonate rocks 
were deposited within a shallow marine shelf slope/margin setting as a broad carbonate 
platform, known as the Burlington Shelf (Gutschick and Sandberg, 1983). The abundance 
of crinoid fossils (Fig. 9) in the units of interest indicates that the depositional setting is 
concentrated in the upper slope of the marine shelf (Lane and DeKeyser, 1980). This is 
also supported by a regional mid-continent paleo-depositional map (Fig. 10), which 
shows that the study area falls close to the boundary between the shelf margin and the 
main shallow shelf environment. Deposition in the shelf margin area occurred in a high-
energy environment, with depositional dips of approximately 1-5° (Gutschick and 
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Sandberg, 1983). The Burlington Shelf is classified as a passive shelf margin, prior to the 
onset of the Ouachita Orogeny and represents prograding carbonate material (Gutschick 
and Sandberg, 1986).  
4. Methods   
Field data were collected from 17 outcrop locations along Highway 71 in 
Arkansas and Missouri (Fig 11). First, 33 oriented hand samples were collected from key 
lithologies throughout the sequence, and were characterized using the Dunham 
classification scheme (Dunham, 1962). The collected samples were then made into thin 
sections for further petrographic analysis. Using an Olympus BH-2 microscope and 
camera and a Nikon Eclipse Ci microscope with a Nikon Y-TV55 camera, the thin 
sections were observed under PPL and XPL light, and then half of the slide was stained 
using Alizarin Red S and Potassium Ferricyanide in order to better identify the carbonate 
minerals present. The Alizarin Red S stains calcium carbonate red, while the Potassium 
Ferricyanide allows for the identification of Fe-poor calcite (red-pink), Fe-rich 
dolomite/siderite (blue), dolomite (no stain), and Fe-rich calcite (purple). Once stained, 
the thin sections were observed under cathololuminescence using a CITL (Cambridge 
Image Technology Ltd.) Cathodoluminescence Mk5-2 Instrument, in order to 
qualitatively assess the diagenesis of the rocks (Boggs and Krinsley, 2006). The presence 
of manganese-enriched calcite (shown by stimulated luminescence) generally indicates 
reducing conditions associated with early to intermediate stages of diagenesis (Scholle 
and Ulmer-Scholle, 2003). A nonluminescent response usually occurs in oxidizing 
environments, and dull response occurs where there is a lower Mn/Fe ratio that formed 
during intermediate to late diagenesis with the addition of Fe (Scholle and Ulmer-
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Scholle, 2003). Using the lithological and diagenetic observations, a full lithological 
description and stratigraphic column was generated for the studied succession. 
A structural cross section was generated from NNW to SSE along Highway 71 
through the study area (A-A’ in Fig. 11). Outcrop lithology and bedding dips were used 
to identify major structures in the area, and the interpretation made in this study was 
compared to other structural cross-sections generated throughout NW Arkansas (Croneis, 
1930). The generated cross-section was used to identify places where local modification 
of the stress field (i.e. around faults or folds) might have overridden the more regional 
tectonic stresses and affected the fracture systems formed. 
731 fracture orientation measurements (Appendix A) were collected using a 
Brunton compass, along with information on abutting relationships between fracture sets 
and fracture fill characteristics. Photographs of the outcrops were taken in order to 
determine fracture spacing and intensity relationships, as well as the relationship of 
fractures to mechanical and lithological boundaries. The measured fractures were plotted 
onto stereonet diagrams using OSXStereonet 3.4 (Allemdinger et al., 2012) and separated 
by their outcrop and stratigraphic level (full stereonet suite shown in Appendix B). These 
stereonets allowed the identification of discrete fracture sets by orientation, and could be 
used to link the present fracture sets to known regional or local tectonic events. In areas 
where there were known structural features (i.e. folds or faults), fractures were rotated to 
account for changes in orientation. The fracture data were used to construct a fracture 
stratigraphy through the sequence, where zones of similar fracture properties were 
grouped based on shared characteristics.  
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Finally, a Proceq SilverSchmidt Type N Hammer® was utilized to collect 
mechanical hardness data from major rock beds in the exposed outcrops. The hammer 
measures the rebound velocity value (Q) of the rock interface, and is used in accordance 
with ASTM D5873 for use of the Schmidt Hammer when testing rock hardness.   
The typical value for measuring hardness is the R (rebound) value. However, this 
measurement is affected by friction of the measuring tools and by gravity. The Q value is 
achieved by measuring the velocity of impact and rebound immediately before and after 
the impact occurs, resulting in the physical rebound coefficient. This measurement is 
essentially free of the errors associated with the traditional R value (calculated by 
Proceq). For this research, a series of 10 measurements was collected per bed (full 
measurement suite shown in Appendix C). In places where bed thickness permitted, 
multiple measurement series were taken, and averaged together. The mean value of these 
rebound measurements was calculated, as was the standard deviation. This provides a 
representation of the general mechanical strength of the measured rock bed. 
A fracture stratigraphy was developed based on the measured orientation and 
intensity data, in order to characterize the fracture attributes throughout the measured 
sequence. The mechanical data were compiled, and a mechanical stratigraphy was then 
developed for the sequence. Q values were used to identify areas of relatively competent 
beds and relatively incompetent beds. Q values were then compared to lithological 
variations throughout the sequence, as well as diagenetic alteration, in order to establish 
whether those factors have impacted the mechanical stratigraphy. The established 
fracture stratigraphy was then compared to the created mechanical stratigraphy, to 
identify whether the mechanical units exhibited any relationship to the fractures within 
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the studied sequence. Additionally, the fracture orientation data were used to interpret 
any tectonic events that have affected the region, in order to gain a more thorough 
understanding of the tectonic history experienced by the study area. 
5. Results 
 
5.1 Lithology and Diagenesis 
 Field observations, hand sample characterization, and thin section analysis 
allowed for the creation of a detailed stratigraphic column for the study area (Fig. 12). 
The column was compared to literature descriptions of the region to confirm accuracy. 
The logged section includes the Cotter Dolomite, Chattanooga Shale, St. Joe Formation, 
and the Boone Formation (subdivided into informal Upper and Lower members) 
(Sullivan and Boss, 2002; Hudson and Cox, 2003; McFarland, 2004; Dowell et al., 2005; 
Chandler and Ausbrooks, 2010). Within the stratigraphic succession, petrographic work 
identified 6 major lithologies present. A medium-grained dolostone (Fig.13a) makes up 
the Cotter Dolomite at the base of the measured section. The Chattanooga Shale is a thick 
layer of black shale that includes minor amounts of pyrite. The St. Joe Formation is 
dominantly a crinoidal packstone/grainstone (Fig. 13b), which passes into the bioclastic 
wackestones (Fig. 13c) and bioclastic packstones (Fig. 13d) of the Lower Boone 
Formation. Within the St. Joe and Lower Boone Formations, there are also rare intervals 
of mudstone/wackestone (Fig. 13e) that separate the more competent lithologies. The 
Upper Boone Formation is primarily composed of crinoidal packstones similar to those in 
the St. Joe Formation (Fig. 13b) as well as more bioclastic packstones and grainstones 
(Fig. 13f).  
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 Cathodoluminescence investigation indicates that multiple phases of diagenesis 
have affected this succession, beginning with the dolomitization of the Cotter Dolomite 
(Fig. 14a). Additionally, some samples in the upper part of the sequence (Fig. 14b/14c) 
show a luminescent response that likely shows a period of diagenesis resulting from the 
infiltration of meteoric water during subaerial exposure.  
However, in the Mississippian carbonates, diagenesis is dominated by chert 
formation. Chert nodules are commonly found throughout the sequence within the 
studied Formations. This suggests that a silica-rich fluid infiltrated along bedding planes, 
and allowed the formation of the nodules to begin around asperities and heterogeneities 
within the rock, such as fossil fragments (Fig. 15a; Maliva and Siever, 1989). Chert 
nodules are the most prevalent in the Lower Boone and Upper Boone Formations, but are 
also present in rare instances in the upper portion of the St. Joe Formation and within the 
Cotter Dolomite. In addition to the development of chert nodules, some intervals contain 
chert that is not localized into nodules (Fig. 15b), and a significant interval within the 
Upper Boone Formation is composed of tripolitic chert (Fig. 15c). In this interval, the 
silica is pervasive, as most of the original carbonate material has dissolved away, leaving 
only the pre-existing silicic material. This chert interval has been subsequently 
weathered, suggesting some period of subaerial exposure (Mazzullo and Wilhite, 2010). 
Potential sources of silica for this chert are sponge spicules, volcanic ash, and pre-
existing silica-rich rocks, although the last origin is unlikely, as these would be quartz 
instead of amorphous SiO2 (Rogers, 2001). While previous literature investigations of 
Mississippian tripolitic chert in Kansas and Oklahoma resulted in the identification of 
spicule-rich rocks (suggesting the chert is derived from that source), the tripolitic chert 
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found in southwestern Missouri and northwestern Arkansas (this study area) is generally 
spicule-poor (Mazzullo and Wilhite, 2010).  
 Many of the observed bed boundaries are heavily stylolitized (Fig. 15d), as 
deposition of further carbonate material and subsidence caused pressure dissolution 
(Bathurst, 1987). Lastly, the entire succession is capped by a heavily oxidized regolith 
(Fig. 15e) that is poorly documented across northwestern Arkansas. 
5.2 Cross-Section  
As seen in the cross section (Fig. 16), most of the study area is relatively 
undeformed. Near site 006, however, measured dips and existing literature (e.g. Evans et 
al., 2013) indicate that there is a fault-related fold in the Formations underneath the 
Chattanooga Shale unconformity. This structure has uplifted the Cotter Dolomite directly 
beneath the Chattanooga Shale, and has slightly displaced the overlying formations, 
creating subtle dips and very minor folding to the north and south of the feature. Previous 
work indicates that large structural features (such as faults and folds) impart a strong 
control on the development of nearby fractures (Harris et al., 1960; Friedman, 1969; 
Engelder et al., 1997; Peacock, 2001; Hennings et al., 2007). As such, the presence of this 
fold in the Cotter Dolomite necessitated that fracture measurements taken from all 
locations nearby were rotated to account for the bedding dip and minor folding observed. 
Fractures that return to vertical when rotated to account for dip are formed prior to the 
development of structural folding. 
5.3 Fracture Orientations  
 From the fracture orientation measurements, 4 distinct fracture sets were 
identified (Fig. 17a). This was accomplished by comparing all fracture measurements 
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from individual locations to one another, as well as by analyzing all fracture orientations 
plotted together on a single rose diagram (Fig. 17b). Figure 17b also allowed for the 
determination of major regional fracture orientations that were the most prevalent across 
all studied outcrops. Set 1 strikes approximately N-S and is one of the dominant regional 
sets from Figure 17b; Set 2 is slightly variable E-W and is the second regional set from 
Figure 17b; Set 3 strikes NE-SW, and Set 4 is variable to the NW-SE.  
Fracture orientation variations throughout the studied sequence are shown in Fig. 
18. Set 1 is dominant in the Cotter Dolomite, with only a minor representation of Set 2. 
Fractures here are not constrained by bed boundaries, and show no fill. Set 2 is then 
dominant throughout the Chattanooga Shale and the St. Joe Formation, with Set 1 as a 
minor component. However, abutting relationships show that while Set 1 is older than Set 
2 in the Cotter Dolomite, the relationship is reversed in the Chattanooga Shale and St. Joe 
Formation, with Set 2 being the oldest and Set 1 being younger (Fig. 18). Set 1 is 
confined to individual bed boundaries in the upper part of the St. Joe Formation, and no 
fractures have fill. Transitioning into the Lower Boone Formation, fracture Sets 3 and 4 
are present in the first part of the formation (with Set 4 cutting across all bed boundaries 
and showing some calcite fill), but further up the sequence fracture Sets 2 and 4 are 
present (Fig. 18). The base of the Upper Boone Formation sees the return of Set 1 again, 
along with increased variability in orientation. The Upper Boone Formation contains Sets 
1, 2, 3, and 4, but Sets 1, 3, and 4 appear the most often (Fig. 18). Fractures are generally 
not constrained by bed boundaries, and numerous fractures show some degree of fill.  
The variation within the Lower Boone Formation may be due to subtle changes in 
lithology up the Lower Boone Formation. The variable nature of the fractures within the 
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Upper Boone Formation is likely a result of the increased asperities noted in this section. 
Crinoids and other fossil fragments heavily dominate lithology in the Upper Boone 
Formation, presenting an increased number of nucleation points for fracture generation, 
and causing deviations in the pathway of fracture generation (Van de Steen et al., 2002).  
The observed fracture orientations show different phases of tectonic deformation 
affecting the area, as demonstrated by the examples in Fig. 18, and represent a distinct 
large-scale fracture stratigraphy. Fracture sets are generally consistent within a given 
major unit of the studied sequence. All identified sets are systematic or near systematic, 
and so likely represent regional tectonic forces. The change in systematic fracture 
orientation throughout the sequence can be observed and tracked, allowing an 
interpretation of how the regional tectonic forces impacting the area vary throughout 
time. This will be addressed in more detail in Section 6.1.  
5.4 Fracture Intensity  
 Fracture Intensity (FI) values (fractures/linear meter) were calculated for selected 
outcrops within the sequence. Outcrops were chosen for their clear exposure and the lack 
of any blasting fractures. Differentiating blasting fractures from tectonic fractures, while 
relatively easy in the field, proved more difficult when using photographs. The presence 
of blasting zones presented a greater challenge in obtaining correct fracture 
measurements. Because of this constraint, only a few outcrops were deemed appropriate 
for use in the measurement of FI. The FI values measured from outcrop photographs 
were plotted against bed thickness and labeled by outcrop (Fig. 19). The outcrops also 
represent different lithologies. The data indicate that FI does not show a relationship to 
the thickness of the bed it was measured from, regardless of outcrop location. From all 
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data, most of the beds measured are less than 1 meter in height, but FI varies from 1.2 to 
8 in that interval.  
To further examine the controls on FI, fracture intensity was qualitatively 
compared to varying lithology and mechanical contrasts. FI values did not exhibit much 
change across boundaries of similar mechanical contrast or across boundaries of similar 
lithologies. However, as seen in the annotated photo (Fig. 20), where a significant 
contrast in mechanical property or lithology was encountered, FI changed. In the example 
shown in Figure 20, FI is higher in the softer mudstone/wackestone and much lower in 
the more competent crinoidal packstone/grainstone. 
 If bed thickness was the controlling factor for FI in this instance, the intensity 
would be higher in the thin crinoidal packstone/grainstone, and lower in the thicker 
mudstone/wackestone. Although one result from this study (a higher FI is obtained from 
a softer lithology) is similar to that described by Barbier et al. (2012), which also noted 
higher FI in softer lithologies, there are several key differences. Barbier et al. (2012) 
indicated a higher FI in dolomite than in carbonate, which is not seen in this succession. 
Additionally, that study noted that bed boundaries often defined mechanical units, and 
that there was no straightforward relationship between mechanical unit thickness and FI. 
Lastly, the investigations of Barbier et al. (2012) were in an area with strong structural 
control on fracture development, while the area in this study is relatively undeformed. In 
this succession, the more competent lithologies act as large-scale mechanical units, as bed 
boundaries do not provide enough contrast to partition it into smaller mechanical units. 
The less competent lithology, however, is a smaller separate mechanical unity, and so has 
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a higher FI when compared to the more competent unit. Thus, the mechanical behavior 
can override bed thickness controls when examining FI.  
5.5 Mechanical Stratigraphy 
 Q values obtained from the Schmidt Hammer were used to make a mechanical 
stratigraphy for the sequence (Fig. 21). Most of the Q values obtained were confined to 
the 40-60 range, with some measurements in the 10-30 range, and only 3 values in the 
60+ plus range.  
 The mechanical stratigraphy was then compared to a lithological interpretation of 
the sequence (Fig. 22). The lower range Q values coincide with the softer shales and 
mudstones within the succession. Overall, the values within the larger dolomite and 
carbonate sequences show little systematic variation. However, when comparing subtle 
changes in lithology (such as wackestone to packstone to grainstone), the Q values show 
a slight difference, with the more competent grainstones having marginally higher Q 
values than the less competent wackestones as shown in Fig. 22.  
The observed relationship between the mechanical stratigraphy and lithology 
demonstrate that the mechanical stratigraphy of this sequence is fundamentally related to 
the large-scale contrasts between the softer lithologies and the much more competent 
lithologies. The lack of any noticeable trend within the competent limestones and 
dolostones demonstrates that variation in texture or diagenetic alteration is not significant 
enough to enhance or weaken the inherent mechanical properties of carbonate units, with 
the exception of the tripolite unit. Dissolution of the carbonate material in the tripolitic 
unit has left a significant and extensive layer of chert. Development of chert nodules and 
recrystallization of the carbonate cement was neither pervasive nor dramatic enough to 
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enhance or impact major differences in the properties of the carbonate units. Overall, the 
mechanical stratigraphy observed shows only very subtle variation throughout the 
sequence, and that alteration can largely be correlated with changes in lithology. This 
suggests that the mechanical stratigraphy is the sum of all diagenetic processes on the 
succession, occurring early in the lithification process, and pre-dating fracture formation. 
The mechanical stratigraphy generally mimicking the measured lithological succession is 
a similar result to other work, including Ferrill et al. (2014). A key difference between 
this work and that of Ferrill et al. (2014) is that this work looked at less substantial 
lithological contrasts, indicating that carbonate lithologies vary on a fine scale in terms of 
mechanical strength, and that even subtle changes in mechanical strength can affect 
fracture intensity.  
6. Interpretation of Mechanical and Fracture Stratigraphy 
 
 Based on the results of this study, a mechanical stratigraphy and a fracture 
stratigraphy were developed for the sequence of Ordovician-Mississippian carbonates in 
NW Arkansas. The fracture stratigraphy primarily utilizes fracture orientation directions 
to establish a comprehensive characterization of the sequence. Fracture orientations show 
a distinct evolution throughout the measured sequence, shown in Figure 18, and 
described below. The observed sets are systematic, generally are not constrained by bed 
boundaries, and show preferred orientation, indicating that they are a result of tectonic 
deformation (Engelder, 1987; Pollard and Aydin, 1988). Because of this, they provide a 
record of the multiple deformation events that have impacted the study area post-
deposition. The Cotter Dolomite records the first deformation event affecting the study 
area (Fig.18). The N-S striking Set 1 that dominates this Formation is likely a result of 
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the fault-related folding undergone by this Formation. Previous literature indicates that 
the N-S trending fold apex underlies the study area in this investigation (Evans et al., 
2013). Structural control on fracture pattern development indicates that dominant fracture 
orientation would be parallel to the trend of the fold apex, resulting in the N-S striking 
fracture sets observed. The younger Set 2 fractures in the Cotter Dolomite record the 
beginning of the second phase of deformation seen in the Chattanooga Shale and the St. 
Joe Formation (Fig.18). This second phase of deformation records primarily N-S 
forebulge outerarc extension and slight E-W compression expressed as the Set 2 fractures 
in these formations, accompanied by the re-emergence of a younger N-S striking set of 
Set 1 fractures. This shift in deformation direction from E-W to N-S is likely related to 
the Events 1 and 2 (Fig. 3 & Fig. 4). The oblique movement of the indentor during the 
Ouachita orogeny records shifting compression directions in the study area from E-W to 
NNW-SSE (Fig. 6a/6b). The fracture sets in the Lower Boone Formation record the third 
phase of deformation in the study area. Set 3 records the NE-SW compression of the 
Ancestral Rocky Mountain (ARM) uplift detailed in Event 3 (Fig. 3 & Fig. 4) while Set 4 
likely results from the re-activation of underlying shear zones (seen in Fig. 6 as faint gray 
lines). The NW-SE fractures of Set 4 are the surface expression of the shear zone activity 
during this time period. The fracture sets observed in the Lower Boone Formation appear 
to change from Set 3 and Set 4 in the bottom of the interval to Set 2 and Set 4 toward the 
top. This apparent change in orientation may record shifting tectonic forces during the 
ARM uplift and shear zone reactivation, or it may record the influence of differing 
mechanical contrasts and changes in granular structure (along with increased asperities), 
causing the fracture orientation to deflect as they move into slightly more heterogeneous 
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strata (Van de Steen et al., 2002). The final phase of deformation in this area is recorded 
in the Upper Boone Formation by a return of Set 1 and Set 2, with minor complements of 
Set 4. This interval houses a much more diverse suite of fracture orientations than the 
lower units. This may have been the result of shifting forces from the Appalachian 
orogeny to the southeast of the study area, but is also likely enhanced by the numerous 
asperities in this interval that provide nucleation points for additional tectonic fractures 
and for unroofing fractures. As a whole, this sequence has been subjected to a number of 
far-field stresses from various orogenic events throughout the Mississippian and 
Pennsylvanian that have defined the fracture stratigraphy. Fracture intensity values show 
no relationship to the bed thicknesses measured, suggesting a different control on their 
patterns. In the case of this study, FI is altered by major interface changes in lithology 
and mechanical contrast (i.e. between mudstone and packstone). 
 The mechanical stratigraphy was created using hardness rebound (Q) values 
obtained from the outcrop examples within this sequence. Q values were primarily 
concentrated in the 40-60 range, with few values in the 0-30 range, and even fewer in the 
60+ range, indicating no major variations in mechanical properties throughout the 
succession. Based on the results obtained, the mechanical stratigraphy is heavily 
dependent on lithology. Units of similar lithologies (crinoidal packstones/wackestones) 
behave as one mechanical unit, while less competent lithologies (mudstones and shales) 
behave as different units. This is especially apparent in Fig. 22, which shows how the Q 
values vary with high lithological contrast, but show very little variation between small 
changes in lithology. Diagenesis, which can exert an influence on mechanical 
stratigraphy (Wennberg et al., 2012), has a mixed effect on this sequence. The 
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development of chert nodules within the bedding planes is not pervasive enough to have 
any noticeable impact on the mechanical strengths of the observed units. The 
development of carbonate cement related to the diagenesis from meteoric water is also 
not significant enough to impact mechanical strength, as it presents similar mechanical 
properties to the original carbonate material it has surrounded. However, the tripolitic 
chert unit does show that diagenesis can impact a mechanical stratigraphy when it occurs 
on a large enough scale. The near complete replacement of an entire interval of carbonate 
material with chert that has been significantly weathered by meteoric fluids to develop 
large amounts of porosity was enough to bring the Q value down into the lower ranges 
(Fig.22). Additionally, layers of significant chert that have not been altered plot toward 
the higher end of the scale of Q values, as seen in Fig. 22, Layer 3a.  
 The development and comparison of the mechanical and fracture stratigraphies 
has accomplished Objectives 1 and 2 of this study. When comparing the fracture 
stratigraphy to the mechanical stratigraphy, it becomes apparent that there is no strong 
relationship between fracture orientation and mechanical properties (Fig. 23). 
Orientations within the 4 fracture units were consistent, regardless of mechanical 
variation, and numerous fracture sets were not generally constrained by bed boundaries. 
A potential exception occurs in the Lower Boone Formation, where orientation data 
shows slight variation up-section. However, this could also be related to the lithological 
variations as the interval becomes more fossiliferous upward. The reason for the lack of 
mechanical control on fracture orientation may be because the mechanical contrasts are 
not significant enough to impact fracture characteristics that are controlled by large-scale 
tectonic forces. The Q values measured from the succession are similar among the 
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carbonate lithologies, and are only significantly variable across strong lithological 
contrasts, such as shales to limestones. Instead, fracture orientation is dominantly a 
product of the multiple phases of tectonic deformation that have impacted the area, as 
represented throughout the different aged units in the sequence. 
FI values, however, appear to be influenced by the developed mechanical 
stratigraphy. Bed thickness showed no relationship to measured FI values, but contrasts 
in mechanical and lithological properties did show a control on the measurement, similar 
to the findings in previous cited literature. This indicates that the mechanical stratigraphy 
influences fracture intensity in this study area. The relationship between FI and 
mechanical layers indicates that the present-day mechanical stratigraphy was the same 
one that existed when fracture formation began (Laubach et al., 2009). 
 Finally, the mechanical stratigraphy is the sum of all diagenetic processes on the 
succession, occurring early in the lithification process, and pre-dating fracture formation. 
This indicates that in the studied area, diagenesis does not exert a significant control on 
the fracture stratigraphy.  
7. Impact of This Study and Future Work  
 
This study underscores the findings of previous literature, which necessitate the 
separate treatment of fracture and mechanical stratigraphies when a fracture study is 
undertaken. A significant result of this thesis is that unlike the findings of earlier work 
stating that fracture intensity is dominantly controlled by bed thickness, fracture intensity 
is extremely sensitive to mechanical contrast, rather than to bed thickness without any 
contrast. In the completion of Objectives 1 and 2, this study has effectively used the 
mechanical and fracture stratigraphies to better understand the structural and tectonic 
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history of the study area, and has allowed for the fulfillment of Objective 3: making 
recommendations for future fracture studies in carbonate sequences worldwide. 
Mechanical stratigraphy cannot only vary throughout time, but can also have subtle 
effects on certain fracture properties. Fractures must be analyzed within a broader 
tectonic context, as the deformation history is shown to be the key controlling factor for 
fracture orientations. Additionally, the tectonic forces impacting an area, both regional 
and local, may override small-scale variations in mechanical competency, bed spacing or 
geometry, and lithology. Because tectonic forces are so dominant in their control over 
fracture orientation, they are a critical point of understanding when attempting to 
characterize tight or unconventional reservoir for horizontal drilling. Knowing the 
orientation of the major tectonic fractures is necessary to target drill routes, as production 
can be optimized from some unconventional reservoirs when penetrating systematic 
fracture sets perpendicularly (Engelder et al., 2009). 
 Intensity, another important component for characterizing reservoirs, is shown 
here to not always be controlled by bed thickness. Instead, a thorough understanding of 
high mechanical and lithological contrasts may be the key to predicting subsurface zones 
of high fracture intensity. The zones of high FI found in softer lithologies and thinner 
mechanical units present the most likely chance of producing economically viable 
hydrocarbons from tight carbonate reservoirs.  Targeting softer or thinner units for 
greater economic recovery is not an intuitive result.  Overall, this study presents an 
opportunity to further the understanding and characterization of carbonate reservoirs 
using a detailed fracture and mechanical stratigraphic analysis. As shown in this study, 
high hydrocarbon productivity zones in carbonate reservoirs may actually be constrained 
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to narrow intervals of mudstone within a shelf sequence, given the higher observed FI. 
Given the lack of connectivity between mechanical units, reservoir exploitation must not 
only be accomplished through drilling in the correct orientation, but must also target the 
correct high-fracture-permeability zones. Because of these observed constraints, a useful 
addition to analyzing drilled core would be to include a strength test in order to better 
characterize the small-scale sequence stratigraphy of the target interval. 
Looking forward, continued acquisition of fracture orientation data will allow for 
a refinement of the existing tectonic framework interpretation of the study area. While a 
large scale comparison exists from previous literature such as Hudson (2000) and Cox 
(2009), collected fracture orientation data will enhance the understanding of more local 
tectonic forces and modification of regional forces. Additional information on abutting 
relationships will enable a more strict understanding of the timing of the fracture sets. 
This study uses relative timing relationships to infer origin from previously discussed 
tectonic events, but a more detailed timing study would give a much more concrete 
genetic history of the established fractures. Fracture intensity was only briefly examined 
in this study, and in largely a qualitative sense. This fracture characteristic is the one most 
often controlled or altered by the mechanical stratigraphy, so a dedicated project 
examining bed boundary relationships and fracture intensity values would allow for a 
more detailed interpretation of fracture density in carbonate rocks. Some studies (Eberli 
et al., 2003; Underwood et al., 2003; Morettini et al., 2005) have shown that fracture 
stratigraphy varies with carbonate facies changes. A detailed facies analysis would 
supplement the lithological observations, and provide an additional potential control on 
the observed fracture patterns. Lastly, the sequence has seen a complex but subtle history 
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of diagenesis that largely appears to have no effect on the mechanical stratigraphy. 
Further work with cathodoluminescence, and investigations into the origin and 
characteristics of the chert, may provide a better understanding of the impact diagenesis 
has on the fracture stratigraphy and mechanical stratigraphy of the sequence, as it was not 
the main focus of this study. 
8. Conclusions 
This work has developed a fracture stratigraphy with 4 main orientation sets: N-S 
(Set 1), E-W (Set 2), NE-SW (Set 3), and NW-SE (Set 4). These 4 identified fracture sets 
represent 4 episodes of regional stress affecting the study area: a) Folding of the 
underlying Cotter Dolomite (potentially related to the uplift of the Ozark Plateau) 
generating an older Set 1; b) Oblique closure and indentation of the Ouachita Orogeny 
resulting in Set 2 and a younger Set 1; c) ARM deformation combined with the re-
activation of subsurface shear zones creating Sets 3 and 4; d) Possible influence of far 
field stress of the Appalachian orogeny combined with unroofing fractures to create 
younger Sets 1,3, and 4. Additionally, an investigation into fracture intensity reveals that 
FI is controlled by variations in the mechanical stratigraphy rather than by strict bed 
thickness, with thinner mechanical layers (most often the softer lithologies) having a 
higher FI than the thicker mechanical layers. 
The mechanical stratigraphy of the sequence is directly related to lithological 
variations. Higher hardness (Q) values occur in the more competent lithologies such as 
packstones and grainstones, while lower Q values are confined to mudstone and shale 
lithologies. Diagenesis only appears to have an impact on mechanical variations when it 
is pervasive and on a large scale. Chert nodules do not impact the mechanical 
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stratigraphy, but wide units of chert replacement, such as in the tripolitic unit, do impact 
the mechanical properties.  
Regional stresses are the primary control on fracture orientation. Although 
changes in large-scale mechanical stratigraphy may subtly influence orientation, it is not 
a dominant influence. FI in this study is related to mechanical package thickness, rather 
than bed thickness. Softer mechanical units (such as mudstones/shales) show higher FI 
values than the more mechanically competent layers. The mechanically competent 
packages are thicker in this sequence than the softer packages, so the competent packages 
behave as a massive sequence in regards to FI values, overriding bed boundary controls.  
The fact that FI values are sensitive to changes in mechanical competency 
suggests that the large-scale mechanical stratigraphy (related to lithology) was developed 
before fracture formation occurred. More subtle variations in the mechanical stratigraphy, 
such as those brought about by diagenesis likely developed after the fracture stratigraphy, 
although more work is needed to better demonstrate that relationship. 
Given the wide range of controls and heterogeneities that influence fracture 
development in carbonates, future studies on the subject must be prepared to attempt a 
multi-disciplinary approach to the subject. Fracture orientations are largely controlled by 
regional structural influences and pre-existing structural trends and faults. FI is 
influenced by mechanical variations, which are in turn a product of both lithology and 
diagenesis. Although facies relationships are not explored in this study, they may also be 
a controlling factor on fracture and mechanical variations. Additionally, these types of 
studies must be addressed at multiple scales. Many of the described controls, such as 
diagenesis and lithology, influence fractures on a smaller scale than the regional tectonic 
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stresses. For that reason, hydrocarbon evaluations of carbonate reservoirs must account 
for both the large scale and the small scale investigations into fracture characteristic 
controls. Because of this, outcrop evaluations are of critical importance to properly assess 
characteristics that are challenging to recover from conventional subsurface datasets such 
as core and seismic reflection volumes. 
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Fig. 2: Schematic representation of fracture abutting 
relationships. Older set is shown in red, younger set is shown in 
blue. The younger set was unable to propagate through the 
existing fractures, allowing for relative ages of deformation to 
be determined. 
Fig. 1: Map showing the location of the study area within 
the Mid-Continent of the United States. The blue box also 
sits within the Ozark Plateau Region of Arkansas and 
Missouri. 
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Fig. 3: Paleo-geography maps showing the major tectonic events impacting the study area (red box). 
Red arrows indicate direction of maximum horizontal stress (Hmax) resulting from regional scale 
tectonic forces in the Mississippian to Pennsylvanian. Black star indicates location of the Ouachita 
microplate. Maps modified from: https://www2.nau.edu/rcb7/nam.html.  
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Fig. 4: Tectonostratigraphic column for NW Arkansas from the Precambrian to Permian. Sea level 
curve shows global relative rise and fall from present day levels. Sea Level Curve from: 
(http://higheredbcs.wiley.com/legacy/college/levin/0470000201/chap_tutorial/ch12/chapter12-
03.html. 
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Figure 5: Diagram showing the tectonic setting of the southern Ozark Plateau (light blue) in the 
foreland basin (light gray). Study area outlined in red, and is on the forebulge of a pro-foreland basin. 
Figure modified from Hudson (2000), Fig. 4.  	  
Fig 6: Arrows show maximum horizontal stress directions (Hmax) in the study area 
(box outline). Hmax varies from E-W in Event 1, to N-S in event 2, Nw-SE in 
Event 3 and returns to E-W in Event 4. Light gray lines denote major lineaments. 
CTZ = Chesapeake Tectonic Zone, BMTZ = Bolivar-Mansfield Tectonic Zone. 
Figure modified from Cox (2009), Fig. 2. 
N	  
Ozark	  Plateau	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Fig. 8: Stratigraphic columns showing differences in terminology across the 
state lines of Missiouri, Arkansas, and Oklahoma. Red box outlines units of 
interest in the study area. Figure modified from Manger et al., (1998). 
Fig. 7: Geologic map showing ages of units present within the 
study area of Arkansas and Missouri (blue box). Figure modified 
from Missouri Department of Natural Resources (1990) and 
Arkansas Geological Survey (2015). 
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Fig. 9: Schematic representation of the depositional environment of carbonates in NW Arkansas. 
The presence of crinoids indicates that the studied succession comes from the intertidal to supratidal 
zone. Figure modified from Shelby (1986). 
Fig. 10: Mississippian depositional environments across the Mid-Continent region of the United 
States indicating the study area formed as part of a shelf margin. Study area outlined by red box. 
Figure modified from Lane and DeKeyser, 1980, Fig. 8. 
N	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Fig. 11: Map showing the location of the measured outcrops (orange dots) within the study area. 
Most exposures fall along Highway 71 (green line) which runs through northwest Arkansas and 
southwest Missouri. Created cross section runs along Highway 71 from A to A’.  
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Fig. 12: Stratigraphic column showing the major lithologies present within the primary units of the 
sequence. Photographs of the identified lithologies/diagenetic areas are labeled along the right side of 
the column. Numbers on the left are outcrops where lithological data was collected. 
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 Fig. 13: Example photomicrographs of the major lithologies within the studied succession. 
Lithology name is in the first column, representative photomicrographs are in the second, 
column, formation of the example lithology is in the third column, and the fourth column 
indicates the broad depositional environment. 
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Fig. 14: Cathodoluminescence photos showing different phases of diagenesis within the sequence. 
a) dolomitization (Cotter Dolomite). b) nonluminescent crinoids (preserved original cement) 
surrounded by luminescent cementation. c) bryozoan fragment and crinoids showing diagenetic 
alteration by high-Mn calcite in a muddy matrix. 
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Fig. 15: Thin section photographs showing the various forms of chert diagenesis (a-c) within 
the studied sequence, an example of a stylolitized bed boundary (d) as well as the oxidized 
regolith at the top of the sequence (e).  
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Fig. 16: Cross section of the studied outcrops along Highway 71 showing the presence of a fault 
related fold in the Cotter Dolomite. Green color is the topographic surface, red dashed line shows 
interpreted fault location, flags indicate outcrop locations (labeled at top of section), and units are 
labeled (dashed black line is inferred top of Boone Fm). Vertical Exaggeration is 60x.  
Fig. 17: a) Rose diagram showing the 4 identified fracture sets in the study area oriented N-S, E-
W, NE-SW, and NW-SE. Light red color indicates variability in each set. b) Rose diagram of all 
(731) measured fracture orientations identifying the dominant regional fracture orientations: N-S 
and E-W. 
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Fig. 18: Representative stereonets showing the fracture stratigraphy up sequence, 
characterized by orientation. Red lines emphasize major orientation directions. Where 
possible, age relationships are labeled. Locations of the representative stereonets within the 
stratigraphic sequence are labeled to the left of the diagrams. 
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Fig. 19: Graph comparing FI and Bed Thickness. Each point represents an individual 
bed, showing little relationship between FI and Bed Thickness. Measurements are 
color coded based on the outcrop each was taken from. 007 (purple) = shale; 010 
(blue) = dolostone; 013 (orange) = mudstone /crinoidal grainstone; 006 (red) = 
crinoidal packstone. 
Fig. 20: Annotated photograph showing contrast between FI of two rock units with differing 
mechanical and lithological properties. Bed boundaries are in light blue, with covered section in pale 
blue. FI 1 in green (mudstone lithology), FI 2 in red (crinoidal packstone lithology). Purple line shows 
boundary between mechanical units. FI is not influenced by bed thickness, but is altered by 
mechanical layer thickness. 
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Fig. 21: Graph showing Q values (and standard deviations) taken from the measured sequence. Chart 
is organized from low stratigraphic position at the bottom to high stratigraphic position at the top. Red 
line separates the 0-30 Q value and 30-60 Q value range, while the blue line separates the 30-60 Q 
value and the 60+ Q value range. Formation thicknesses not to scale. 
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Fig. 22: Image shows Q values from Fig. 21 related to lithology (colored). Stratigraphic units are 
labeled from lowest position at bottom to highest position at top. The variations in mechanical values 
are related to the differences in lithology throughout the sequence. Dashed green line indicates 
approximate cutoff for softer lithologies vs harder lithologies. Formation thicknesses not to scale. 
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Fig. 23: Diagram comparing the mechanical stratigraphy (Fig. 22) to the fracture stratigraphy 
(orientation data). No clear relationship exists between the observed fracture sets and the changes in 
mechanical data. Formation thicknesses not to scale.  
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635 03/10/2003	  5:47	  AM 43.4	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 8.5	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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655 03/10/2003	  5:51	  AM 39.5	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 7.5	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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  factor
615 03/10/2003	  5:41	  AM 43.3	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 7.6	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
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  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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676 03/10/2003	  9:11	  AM 47.0	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 9.5	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	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686 03/10/2003	  9:12	  AM 53.2	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 14.4	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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722 03/10/2003	  9:17	  AM 58.7	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 8.3	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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732 03/10/2003	  9:18	  AM 61.7	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 7.4	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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752 03/10/2003	  9:20	  AM 49.0	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 10.4	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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762 03/10/2003	  9:24	  AM 46.6	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 9.8	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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772 03/10/2003	  9:25	  AM 47.4	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 6.3	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
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  diagram 	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782 03/10/2003	  9:26	  AM 55.3	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 7.9	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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792 03/10/2003	  9:28	  AM 51.5	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 7.4	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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802 03/10/2003	  10:11	  AM 70.8	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 9.9	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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1279 03/20/2003	  10:32	  AM 40.2	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 4.7	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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924 03/13/2003	  8:23	  AM 56.5	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 11.4	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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SH01-­‐006-­‐0084
SilverSchm idt	  N
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Impact	  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
1301 03/20/2003	  10:35	  AM 51.5	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 7.4	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
44.0
1
53.5
2
50.5
3
37.5
4
50.5
5
50.5
6
48.5
7
60.5
8
58.0
9
61.5
10
Q-­‐Values
44.0
53.5
50.5
37.5
50.5
50.5
48.5
60.5
58.0
61.5
S tatist ics
Measurements
Invalid	  measurements
Mean	  value
Standard	  deviation
N
Ni
f
s
= 	  10
= 	  0	  (0% )
= 	  51.5	  Q
= 	  7.4	  Q
Sett ing s
Averag ing 	  mode
Conversion	  curve
Form 	  factor
C arbonation	  factor
Unit
Serial	  number
Spring 	  type
Mean
Curve	  EU
Cube	  150mm	  (100%)
1.00
Q
SH01-­‐006-­‐0084
SilverSchm idt	  N
Comment
[Add]
Impact	  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
645 03/10/2003	  5:49	  AM 51.1	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 8.3	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
50.5
1
49.0
2
61.0
3
56.5
4
44.5
5
58.5
6
45.5
7
63.5
8
40.0
9
42.0
10
Q-­‐Values
50.5
49.0
61.0
56.5
44.5
58.5
45.5
63.5
40.0
42.0
S tatist ics
Measurements
Invalid	  measurements
Mean	  value
Standard	  deviation
N
Ni
f
s
= 	  10
= 	  0	  (0% )
= 	  51.1	  Q
= 	  8.3	  Q
Sett ing s
Averag ing 	  mode
Conversion	  curve
Form 	  factor
C arbonation	  factor
Unit
Serial	  number
Spring 	  type
Mean
Curve	  EU
Cube	  150mm	  (100%)
1.00
Q
SH01-­‐006-­‐0084
SilverSchm idt	  N
Comment
[Add]
Impact	  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
844 03/12/2003	  7:57	  AM 28.4	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 8.8	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
25.0
1
16.5
2
28.0
3
39.0
4
29.0
5
29.5
6
17.0
7
26.5
8
27.5
9
45.5
10
Q-­‐Values
25.0
16.5
28.0
39.0
29.0
29.5
17.0
26.5
27.5
45.5
S tatist ics
Measurements
Invalid	  measurements
Mean	  value
Standard	  deviation
N
Ni
f
s
= 	  10
= 	  0	  (0% )
= 	  28.4	  Q
= 	  8.8	  Q
Sett ing s
Averag ing 	  mode
Conversion	  curve
Form 	  factor
C arbonation	  factor
Unit
Serial	  number
Spring 	  type
Mean
Curve	  EU
Cube	  150mm	  (100%)
1.00
Q
SH01-­‐006-­‐0084
SilverSchm idt	  N
Comment
[Add]
Impact	  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
812 03/11/2003	  11:38	  AM 12.0	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 2.2	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
14.5
1
14.0
2
7.0
3
11.5
4
11.0
5
12.0
6
14.0
7
13.0
8
10.5
9
12.0
10
Q-­‐Values
14.5
14.0
7.0
11.5
11.0
12.0
14.0
13.0
10.5
12.0
S tatist ics
Measurements
Invalid	  measurements
Mean	  value
Standard	  deviation
N
Ni
f
s
= 	  10
= 	  0	  (0% )
= 	  12.0	  Q
= 	  2.2	  Q
Sett ing s
Averag ing 	  mode
Conversion	  curve
Form 	  factor
C arbonation	  factor
Unit
Serial	  number
Spring 	  type
Mean
Curve	  EU
Cube	  150mm	  (100%)
1.00
Q
SH01-­‐006-­‐0084
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  N
Comment
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Impact	  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
822 03/11/2003	  12:04	  PM 55.5	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 5.4	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
59.5
1
50.0
2
53.0
3
57.5
4
54.5
5
59.0
6
59.5
7
44.0
8
62.0
9
55.5
10
Q-­‐Values
59.5
50.0
53.0
57.5
54.5
59.0
59.5
44.0
62.0
55.5
S tatist ics
Measurements
Invalid	  measurements
Mean	  value
Standard	  deviation
N
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f
s
= 	  10
= 	  0	  (0% )
= 	  55.5	  Q
= 	  5.4	  Q
Sett ing s
Averag ing 	  mode
Conversion	  curve
Form 	  factor
C arbonation	  factor
Unit
Serial	  number
Spring 	  type
Mean
Curve	  EU
Cube	  150mm	  (100%)
1.00
Q
SH01-­‐006-­‐0084
SilverSchm idt	  N
Comment
[Add]
Impact	  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
854 03/12/2003	  7:58	  AM 31.8	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 12.0	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
53.5
1
28.0
2
43.0
3
40.0
4
30.5
5
32.5
6
34.5
7
11.0
8
22.5
9
22.5
10
Q-­‐Values
53.5
28.0
43.0
40.0
30.5
32.5
34.5
11.0
22.5
22.5
S tatist ics
Measurements
Invalid	  measurements
Mean	  value
Standard	  deviation
N
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f
s
= 	  10
= 	  0	  (0% )
= 	  31.8	  Q
= 	  12.0	  Q
Sett ing s
Averag ing 	  mode
Conversion	  curve
Form 	  factor
C arbonation	  factor
Unit
Serial	  number
Spring 	  type
Mean
Curve	  EU
Cube	  150mm	  (100%)
1.00
Q
SH01-­‐006-­‐0084
SilverSchm idt	  N
Comment
[Add]
Impact	  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
864 03/12/2003	  7:59	  AM 38.5	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 8.9	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
30.0
1
34.0
2
47.5
3
46.5
4
54.0
5
30.5
6
28.0
7
33.5
8
36.5
9
44.5
10
Q-­‐Values
30.0
34.0
47.5
46.5
54.0
30.5
28.0
33.5
36.5
44.5
S tatist ics
Measurements
Invalid	  measurements
Mean	  value
Standard	  deviation
N
Ni
f
s
= 	  10
= 	  0	  (0% )
= 	  38.5	  Q
= 	  8.9	  Q
Sett ing s
Averag ing 	  mode
Conversion	  curve
Form 	  factor
C arbonation	  factor
Unit
Serial	  number
Spring 	  type
Mean
Curve	  EU
Cube	  150mm	  (100%)
1.00
Q
SH01-­‐006-­‐0084
SilverSchm idt	  N
Comment
[Add]
Impact	  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
874 03/12/2003	  8:00	  AM 18.3	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 6.3	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
13.0
1
23.0
2
25.5
3
17.0
4
18.0
5
30.5
6
16.0
7
11.5
8
17.0
9
11.0
10
Q-­‐Values
13.0
23.0
25.5
17.0
18.0
30.5
16.0
11.5
17.0
11.0
S tatist ics
Measurements
Invalid	  measurements
Mean	  value
Standard	  deviation
N
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f
s
= 	  10
= 	  0	  (0% )
= 	  18.3	  Q
= 	  6.3	  Q
Sett ing s
Averag ing 	  mode
Conversion	  curve
Form 	  factor
C arbonation	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  number
Spring 	  type
Mean
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  EU
Cube	  150mm	  (100%)
1.00
Q
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  N
Comment
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Impact	  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
884 03/12/2003	  8:01	  AM 42.0	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 9.5	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
38.5
1
52.5
2
56.0
3
41.0
4
52.5
5
37.5
6
30.0
7
38.5
8
45.0
9
28.0
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Q-­‐Values
38.5
52.5
56.0
41.0
52.5
37.5
30.0
38.5
45.0
28.0
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Invalid	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Mean	  value
Standard	  deviation
N
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f
s
= 	  10
= 	  0	  (0% )
= 	  42.0	  Q
= 	  9.5	  Q
Sett ing s
Averag ing 	  mode
Conversion	  curve
Form 	  factor
C arbonation	  factor
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Spring 	  type
Mean
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  EU
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  150mm	  (100%)
1.00
Q
SH01-­‐006-­‐0084
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  N
Comment
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  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
834 03/12/2003	  7:35	  AM 63.6	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 5.7	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
69.5
1
65.0
2
61.5
3
67.5
4
49.0
5
65.0
6
64.0
7
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8
63.0
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68.5
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Q-­‐Values
69.5
65.0
61.5
67.5
49.0
65.0
64.0
63.0
63.0
68.5
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Mean	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Standard	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N
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f
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  10
= 	  0	  (0% )
= 	  63.6	  Q
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  5.7	  Q
Sett ing s
Averag ing 	  mode
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  curve
Form 	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C arbonation	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  EU
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  150mm	  (100%)
1.00
Q
SH01-­‐006-­‐0084
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  N
Comment
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Impact	  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
894 03/12/2003	  9:56	  AM 12.5	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 2.8	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
11.0
1
9.5
2
12.0
3
10.5
4
10.0
5
14.5
6
17.0
7
11.5
8
17.0
9
11.5
10
Q-­‐Values
11.0
9.5
12.0
10.5
10.0
14.5
17.0
11.5
17.0
11.5
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Invalid	  measurements
Mean	  value
Standard	  deviation
N
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f
s
= 	  10
= 	  0	  (0% )
= 	  12.5	  Q
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  2.8	  Q
Sett ing s
Averag ing 	  mode
Conversion	  curve
Form 	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C arbonation	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  EU
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  150mm	  (100%)
1.00
Q
SH01-­‐006-­‐0084
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  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
955 03/13/2003	  10:00	  AM 54.7	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 8.9	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
57.0
1
61.5
2
39.0
3
57.0
4
49.5
5
67.0
6
49.5
7
57.5
8
64.0
9
44.5
10
Q-­‐Values
57.0
61.5
39.0
57.0
49.5
67.0
49.5
57.5
64.0
44.5
S tatist ics
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Invalid	  measurements
Mean	  value
Standard	  deviation
N
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f
s
= 	  10
= 	  0	  (0% )
= 	  54.7	  Q
= 	  8.9	  Q
Sett ing s
Averag ing 	  mode
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  curve
Form 	  factor
C arbonation	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  EU
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1.00
Q
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Impact	  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
967 03/13/2003	  10:01	  AM 54.4	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 7.3	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
52.5
1
61.0
2
60.5
3
60.0
4
40.5
5
55.0
6
59.5
7
58.5
8
53.5
9
43.0
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Q-­‐Values
52.5
61.0
60.5
60.0
40.5
55.0
59.5
58.5
53.5
43.0
S tatist ics
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Invalid	  measurements
Mean	  value
Standard	  deviation
N
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  10
= 	  0	  (0% )
= 	  54.4	  Q
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  7.3	  Q
Sett ing s
Averag ing 	  mode
Conversion	  curve
Form 	  factor
C arbonation	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Mean
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  EU
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  150mm	  (100%)
1.00
Q
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  N
Comment
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  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
978 03/13/2003	  10:16	  AM 41.6	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 18.0	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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Q-­‐Values
60.0
29.0
57.0
60.5
10.5
52.0
20.0
40.5
31.5
54.5
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Mean	  value
Standard	  deviation
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  (0% )
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  Q
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  Q
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  curve
Form 	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1.00
Q
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  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
988 03/13/2003	  10:17	  AM 36.7	  Q Mean 0 0 11/11 18.6	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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20
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40
50
60
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Q-­‐Values
24.5
57.5
53.0
57.0
43.0
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55.0
45.0
30.5
13.5
10.5
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Mean	  value
Standard	  deviation
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  (0% )
= 	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  Q
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  18.6	  Q
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Averag ing 	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  curve
Form 	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C arbonation	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Unit
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1.00
Q
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  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
904 03/12/2003	  10:47	  AM 46.8	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 8.1	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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Impact	  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
935 03/13/2003	  8:27	  AM 60.9	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 6.4	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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  0	  (0% )
= 	  60.9	  Q
= 	  6.4	  Q
Sett ing s
Averag ing 	  mode
Conversion	  curve
Form 	  factor
C arbonation	  factor
Unit
Serial	  number
Spring 	  type
Mean
Curve	  EU
Cube	  150mm	  (100%)
1.00
Q
SH01-­‐006-­‐0084
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  N
Comment
[Add]
Impact	  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
945 03/13/2003	  8:28	  AM 57.8	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 9.9	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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Q-­‐Values
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Mean	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  10
= 	  0	  (0% )
= 	  57.8	  Q
= 	  9.9	  Q
Sett ing s
Averag ing 	  mode
Conversion	  curve
Form 	  factor
C arbonation	  factor
Unit
Serial	  number
Spring 	  type
Mean
Curve	  EU
Cube	  150mm	  (100%)
1.00
Q
SH01-­‐006-­‐0084
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  N
Comment
[Add]
Impact	  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
914 03/13/2003	  8:19	  AM 61.0	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 3.6	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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Q-­‐Values
64.0
67.0
55.5
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56.5
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Measurements
Invalid	  measurements
Mean	  value
Standard	  deviation
N
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f
s
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= 	  0	  (0% )
= 	  61.0	  Q
= 	  3.6	  Q
Sett ing s
Averag ing 	  mode
Conversion	  curve
Form 	  factor
C arbonation	  factor
Unit
Serial	  number
Spring 	  type
Mean
Curve	  EU
Cube	  150mm	  (100%)
1.00
Q
SH01-­‐006-­‐0084
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  N
Comment
[Add]
Impact	  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
999 03/13/2003	  11:14	  AM 10.8	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 1.7	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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Invalid	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Mean	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Standard	  deviation
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  0	  (0% )
= 	  10.8	  Q
= 	  1.7	  Q
Sett ing s
Averag ing 	  mode
Conversion	  curve
Form 	  factor
C arbonation	  factor
Unit
Serial	  number
Spring 	  type
Mean
Curve	  EU
Cube	  150mm	  (100%)
1.00
Q
SH01-­‐006-­‐0084
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  N
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Impact	  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
1009 03/14/2003	  7:41	  AM 55.9	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 8.7	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
0
10
20
30
40
50
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70
80
90
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54.5
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48.5
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49.0
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Q-­‐Values
52.5
54.5
48.5
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43.5
55.0
56.5
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Invalid	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Mean	  value
Standard	  deviation
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= 	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= 	  0	  (0% )
= 	  55.9	  Q
= 	  8.7	  Q
Sett ing s
Averag ing 	  mode
Conversion	  curve
Form 	  factor
C arbonation	  factor
Unit
Serial	  number
Spring 	  type
Mean
Curve	  EU
Cube	  150mm	  (100%)
1.00
Q
SH01-­‐006-­‐0084
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  N
Comment
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Impact	  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
1019 03/14/2003	  7:42	  AM 59.1	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 8.9	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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20
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40
50
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80
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48.0
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Q-­‐Values
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55.5
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Invalid	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Mean	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Standard	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= 	  0	  (0% )
= 	  59.1	  Q
= 	  8.9	  Q
Sett ing s
Averag ing 	  mode
Conversion	  curve
Form 	  factor
C arbonation	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Mean
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  (100%)
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Impact	  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
1029 03/14/2003	  7:45	  AM 59.4	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 9.5	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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Q-­‐Values
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  Q
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Averag ing 	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  curve
Form 	  factor
C arbonation	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  type
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  (100%)
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  N
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Impact	  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
1226 03/14/2003	  10:22	  AM 54.6	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 7.3	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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  curve
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Impact	  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
1214 03/14/2003	  10:19	  AM 56.3	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 9.0	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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Impact	  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
1188 03/14/2003	  10:11	  AM 25.3	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 2.7	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
1178 03/14/2003	  10:08	  AM 47.4	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 10.2	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
1198 03/14/2003	  10:18	  AM 47.5	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 10.5	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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Impact	  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
1237 03/16/2003	  8:15	  AM 16.0	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 2.5	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
1249 03/16/2003	  8:19	  AM 14.5	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 2.7	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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Impact	  counter Name Date	  & 	  Time Mean	  value Averag ing 	  mode Upper	  outliers Lower	  outliers Valid/Total Std	  dev. C onv.	  curve Form 	  factor C arbonation	  factor
1259 03/17/2003	  9:10	  AM 25.4	  Q Mean 0 0 10/10 8.7	  Q Curve	  EU Cube	  150mm	  (100%) 1.00
Q-­‐Values	  diagram 	   [measurement	  order]
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